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A. INTRODUCTION  

 

1. The requirement for specific identification of a document or thing requested is 

central to the competence and validity of a subpoena duces tecum, with which 

compliance may be enforced.  This is apparent from the judgment of this 

honourable court in Beinash v Wixley,1 where the court held that:  

 

“A bona fide litigant seeking to invoke the machinery of Rule 38(1) would have 
had regard to the need for specificity in the identification of documents required 
to be produced by a potential witness. He or she would not have disregarded that 
need in the flagrant and oppressive way in which the appellant sought to do 
through the expansive and generalised reach of the terms of the impugned 
subpoena.”2 

 

2. The National Health Laboratory Service (“the NHLS”) respectfully submits that 

the court a quo failed to apply the above standard laid down by this honourable 

court to which the court a quo was bound. The court a quo erred in fact and law 

in failing to set aside the subpoena duces tecum dated 23 May 2019 (“the 

subpoena”) and ordering the NHLS to comply with the amended subpoena 

handed up by Tiger Brands at the hearing of the matter and annexed to the 

judgment (“the amended subpoena”)3. 

 

3. It is inconceivable that the objective of Uniform Rule 38(1) read with sections 35 

and 36 of the Superior Courts Act, 10 of 2013 (“the Superior Courts Act”) can 

be said to be achieved by the sort of subpoena issued by the respondents 

 
1   Beinash v Wixley 1997 (3) SA 721 (SCA)  
2   Beinash at 736E-F 
3  The court a quo substituted the subpoena and ordered the NHLS to comply with the amended  

subpoena despite the respondents (1) not having brought an application to compel compliance 
or (2) giving the NHLS notice of its intention to amend the subpoena. The subpoena appears 
at CB Vol 4, p CB561-CB571. The amended subpoena appears at Vol 7, p 1028  
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(“Tiger Brands”) -- and by extension the amended subpoena-- demanding 

countless number of documents, electronic or otherwise, all unspecified and 

vaguely described, that might have been generated over a number of years, 

thereby requiring extensive time and effort by the NHLS to toil through a vast 

quantity of information, documents, communication, emails, text messages, 

notes etc.  painstakingly searching for what might be relevant to Tiger Brands 

demands, on pain of imprisonment.   

 

4. This, despite Tiger Brands being in a clear position to identify what it requires 

from the NHLS.4 The effect of the order and amended subpoena is that the NHLS 

is in the exact same position as it was prior to launching the application. The 

NHLS therefore approaches this court to have the subpoena and/or amended 

subpoena set aside.  

 

5. In these heads of argument, we shall demonstrate that the court a quo should 

have set aside the subpoena (or amended subpoena) on a number of grounds 

summarised below: 

 

5.1. The subpoena (and amended subpoena) is non-compliant with the 

legislative requirement of specificity in that it fails to give specific 

description for identification of documents required by Tiger Brands.  

 

 
4  The NHLS has provided Tiger Brands with volumes of documents at the time of receipt of its 

request in terms of the Promotion of Access to Information Act as well as on receipt of the 
subpoena 
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5.2. That, since it was established that the ST6 strain, of Listeria 

monocytogenes, found in ready-to-eat processed meat products was 

responsible for the listeriosis outbreak of 2017/2018, many of Tiger 

Brands’ demands are irrelevant to the claim in the action proceedings, 

insofar as they are not restricted to the outbreak strain and seek 

information well before and/or beyond the outbreak period.  

 

5.3. The ST6 strain was found in ready-to-eat processed meat products from 

Tiger Brands’ Polokwane facility and the specific results of that 

investigation, and more, were provided to Tiger Brands well before 

service of the subpoena on the NHLS and, subsequently, pursuant 

thereto.  However, Tiger Brands still persists in the wholesale 

enforcement of the subpoena without any indication of why and in what 

respect the information provided presumably falls short of meeting its 

demands.  This persistence constitutes a clear abuse of the court 

process. A bona fide litigant would have meaningfully reviewed the 

adequacy of the documents already provided, considered what it is it still 

requires and clearly identify the documents. It would not subject a person 

to a minute search by the expansive and uncertain reach of the 

subpoena. 

 

5.4. It is trite that the rule relating to subpoenas is to obtain information in 

order to establish the truth. The truth that the ST6 strain was the cause 

of the outbreak was established by Tiger Brands’ own expert 

independently back in June 2018, prior to the pending litigation in the 

class action.  Tiger Brands’ expert witness confirmed not only the 
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findings of the NHLS, but also that the methods employed by the NHLS 

were compliant. Therefore, insofar as the work performed by the NHLS 

is concerned, the truth cannot be established any more than it has 

already been established.  

 

5.5. Certain information demanded by Tiger Brands is protected by law from 

disclosure, such as information relating to natural persons and deceased 

individuals.  

 

5.6. The plaintiffs in the class action have, in any event, discovered and 

provided directly to Tiger Brands medical information relevant to each 

plaintiff’s claim and each plaintiff will have to prove their own case. 

 
5.7. For all of the above reasons, the subpoena and amended subpoena 

constitute an abuse of the court process. The NHLS continues to endure 

the oppressive consequences of the demands made by Tiger Brands 

under threat of criminal sanctions if it does not or cannot comply.   

 

6. Further to the above, it is significant that in concluding on its Judgment, the court 

a quo made a finding that “annexures to [Tiger Brands’] subpoenas were 

admittedly too wide”.5  This is a significant finding relevant to the merits of Tiger 

Brands’ original subpoena.  However, instead of setting aside the subpoena, as 

it should have done, the court a quo made an order to “delete” the subpoena (or 

“Annexure A” thereto).  This order to “delete” Annexure A can only mean the 

setting aside of Tiger Brands’ original impugned subpoena.  For this reason, the 

 
5  Judgment, Vol 7, p 1006, para 48 
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NHLS’ application to set aside Tiger Brands’ subpoena should have been upheld 

with costs. 

 

7. We address each of the points above in more detail below.  However, before 

doing so, it is important to give this court a summary of the relevant factual 

background to this case. 

 

B. RELEVANT FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

 

8. On or about 24 May 2019, Tiger Brands caused the subpoena to be served on 

the National Institute for Communicable Diseases (“the NICD”).6  

 

9. The NICD is an institute that falls under the NHLS, a statutory body established 

by the National Health Laboratory Service Act, 37 of 2000. 

 

10. The subpoena is addressed to Prof Lynn Morris (“Prof Morris”), in her capacity 

as Interim Executive Director of the NICD.  The subpoena calls upon Prof Morris 

to comply within 10 days of receipt thereof, by lodging with the Registrar “all 

documents relevant to the above matter which may be in her possession as listed 

in Annexure A, unless she claims privilege in respect of any document or thing”.7  

It directs the sheriff to inform Prof Morris that “she should on no account fail to 

comply with the subpoena as she may become liable to a fine or to imprisonment 

not exceeding 3 months”.8 

 
6  “FA1”, CB Vol 4, p CB561-CB571 
7  “FA1”, CB Vol 4, p CB562-CB563 
8  “FA1”, CB Vol 4, p CB563, para (a) 
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11. Annexure A to the subpoena comprises of 7 pages, with a long list of 33 

numbered paragraphs, requesting all and sundry.9 

 

12. The subpoena was issued against the backdrop of a class action against Tiger 

Brands for damages allegedly suffered by the plaintiffs, in one way or the other, 

as a result of an outbreak of listeriosis in South Africa in January 2017 to 

September 2018. It is common cause that the NHLS is not a party to the class 

action proceedings pending against Tiger Brands. 

 

13. On the face of it, the subpoena was issued in terms of rule 38(1)(b) of the Uniform 

Rules of Court.  It purports to comply with this rule by employing, in some 

respects, the standard wording of Form16A in the First Schedule to the Uniform 

Rules. 

 

14. The subpoena was preceded by an equally extensive request by Tiger Brands 

for access to most of the information requested in the subpoena.10  The request 

was made under the Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2 of 2000 (“PAIA”) 

and had up to 24 numbered demands, also worded in vague and broad terms 

(“the PAIA request”).   

 

15. The PAIA request elicited some correspondence between attorneys for the 

parties, in which certain information was provided to Tiger Brands, whilst making 

 
9  “FA1”, CB Vol 4, p CB565-CB571 
10  “FA3”, CB Vol 4, p CB578-CB582 
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enquiries on some demands for clarity and giving reasons why other demands 

could not be met.  The relevant letter, embodying the decision of the NHLS, is 

dated 7 May 2018.11  

 

16. In response thereto (only on 4 June 2018), Tiger Brands attorneys (ENSafrica), 

contended that the demands were self-explanatory.12  They insisted on the 

production of documents, but failed to pursue the legislative remedy available to 

Tiger Brands in section 74 of PAIA, i.e. the right to internal appeal.  

 

17. On or about 24 May 2019, well over 12 months after the decision of the NHLS, 

Tiger Brands issued the subpoena.   On Tiger Brands own version, the subpoena 

is an attempt to procure substantially the same evidence or information as its 

PAIA request.13  According to it, it alleges the NHLS did not provide Tiger Brands 

with the documents and information requested.  Its request, Tiger Brand alleges, 

was resisted by frivolous and unfounded excuses, and the NHLS did not produce 

the documents sought under PAIA.  Thus, it pursued the same evidence by way 

of a subpoena.14  

 

18. Tiger Brands version changes from ‘no requested documents were provided’ to 

‘not all requested documents were provided’. The former allegation is simply 

untruthful, for Tiger itself concedes, as it claims to have demonstrated and that it 

is self-evident from the correction made by Tiger Brands attorney in a 

subsequently filed affidavit, dated 19 February 2020. This is fundamentally 

 
11  “FA8”, CB Vol 4, p CB604-CB607 
12  “FA9”, CB Vol 4, p CB608-610, 
13  AA, CB Vol 4, p CB624, para 26 & p CB672, para 131.4. 
14  AA, CB Vol 4, p CB625, para 26 
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significant, as it shows that Tiger Brands has been provided with more 

information than it was prepared to admit in its answering affidavit or cared to 

properly consider.15  

 

19. Tiger Brand fails to revise its demands to be more specific and direct. Instead, it 

persisted with its wholesale demands even at the hearing in the court a quo 

resulting in the amended subpoena. But the amended subpoena contains almost 

identical terms with the same problematic issues as the initial subpoena, the 

result being that the NHLS is still unable to comply. 

 

20. Despite the NHLS providing Tiger Brands with volumes of information and 

documentation both in response to the PAIA request and the subpoena, Tiger 

Brands persist with its wholesale demands. 

 

21. We submit that the subpoena and by extension the amended subpoena are 

unsustainable as a matter of law and should, accordingly, be set aside with costs 

on a punitive scale. 

 

22. We now turn to the specific issues highlighted earlier in these heads of argument. 

We submit that ‘specificity’ is the starting point.  The Order of Inquiry being – 

 

22.1. Firstly, whether the document has been identified or specified; 

 

22.2. Secondly, whether it is in the witness’s possession or control; 

 
15   CB Vol 5, p CB860-862. “Annexure N” appears at CB Vol5, p CB761 
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22.3. Thirdly, whether it is relevant to issues;  

 

22.4. Fourthly, is production/disclosure protected by law.  

 

23. For purposes of these heads of argument, the second item ‘whether it is in the 

witness’s possession or control’ will be addressed both under the first and third 

item under the heading “Lack of Specificity” and “Irrelevant Information”. 

 

C. LACK OF SPECIFICITY 

 

24. The procedure for procuring evidence for trial is governed by the provisions of 

rule 38(1) of the Uniform Rules of Court, read with sections 35 and 36 of the 

Superior Courts Act. 

 

25. Rule 38(1)(a)(iii) provides that- 

 

“If any witness is in possession or control of any deed, document, book, writing, 
tape recording or electronic recording (hereinafter referred to as a “document”) 
or thing which the party requiring the attendance of such witness desires to be 
produced in evidence, the subpoena shall specify such document or thing and 
require such witness to produce it to the court at the trial.” 

 

26. This rule expressly requires, in unmistakable and peremptory terms, a subpoena 

duces tecum to ‘specify’ the document or thing which the witness is required to 

produce.  It derives even greater legal force from the provisions of section 36(4) 

of the Superior Courts Act which specifically provides that no person is bound to 
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produce any document or thing not specified or otherwise sufficiently described 

in the subpoena (unless he or she actually has it in court). 

 

27. If a document or thing cannot be specified it should, at least, be sufficiently 

described in the subpoena duces tecum in order for it to be properly identified.  If 

this requirement is not met, as we submit is the position in the present case, then 

the witness is not bound to comply with the subpoena. 

 

28. The court a quo erred in finding that:  

 

“All the subpoenas require particular documents, which are sought with reference 
to the generic type of document for a date. The fact that a period is identified, 
does not change the character of the request to relate to each day within the 
period. The fact that numerous documents are sought does not change the 
character of the request. It remains a request for each document of a particular 
type. The documents are readily identifiable, as are the dates when the 
documents came into existence…”.16 

 

29. The court a quo erred because on the evidence placed before it, the documents 

sought in the subpoena (and amended subpoena) are in fact not readily 

identifiable. This is demonstrated by, among others, the fact that the NHLS has 

already provided Tiger Brands with documents and information in the spirit of 

cooperation and good faith on numerous occasions but Tiger Brands still persists 

with exactly the same wholesale demands in its amended subpoena and refuses 

to specify the items it still seeks or remove the items it has received or no longer 

seeks. The amended subpoena contains almost identical terms with the same 

 
16  Judgment, Vol 7, p 1002, para 37 
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problematic issues as the (initial) subpoena, the result being that the NHLS is 

still unable to comply and does not know how to comply. 

 

30. The amended subpoena fails the test in one blatant and manifest fashion, and 

this is, by way of example, evident from the following:17 

 

30.1. Paragraph 1 of the amended subpoena18 -- ‘All data collected or test 

results for the period 1 July 2016 to the present for detection testing of 

Listeria monocytogenes in samples taken or obtained from any of the 

Defendant’s manufacturing plants situated at: …Polokwane; 

…Germiston’ -- the NHLS has already provided Tiger Brands with the 

information sought. This is evident on Tiger Brands own version.19 

Beyond what has already been provided, the NHLS is uncertain what 

more is required of it and cannot produce something it does not have. 

This is clear from the replying affidavit.20 

 

30.2. Paragraph 2 of the amended subpoena21 -- ‘Any and all reports 

(including microbiological or epidemiological reports), memoranda, 

notes, analyses or correspondence (including internal emails or other 

internal correspondence) prepared, compiled or exchanged in relation to 

any of the data collected or test results referred to in paragraph 1’ -- As 

can be seen, the language used is of the widest possible amplitude, 

 
17  For purpose of these heads of argument we highlight just a few of these. We submit that the  

same issues arise for all of the items listed  
18  Vol 7, p 1028, para 1 
19  See for example CB, Vol 5, p CB761-762 
20  RA, CB, Vol 5, p CB809, para 13.9 
21  Vol 7, p 1028, para 2 
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including in its sweep every conceivable thing, without any attempt by 

Tiger Brands to specify or sufficiently describe what is clearly a vast 

amount of information loosely referred to as any and all reports, 

memoranda, notes, analyses, correspondence, internal emails, internal 

correspondence. 

 

30.3. Paragraph 3 of the amended subpoena22 -- All data collected or test 

results for the period 1 July 2016 to the present, for enumeration testing 

of Listeria monocytogenes detected in samples taken or obtained from 

any of the plants referred to in paragraphs 1.1. and 1.3’ -- Tiger Brands 

was informed that no enumeration testing was performed yet it persists 

with the request23. 

 

30.4. Paragraph 4 of the amended subpoena -- ‘Any and all reports (including 

microbiological or epidemiological reports), memoranda, notes, analyses 

or correspondence (including internal emails or other internal 

correspondence) prepared, compiled or exchanged in relation to any of 

the data collected or test results referred to in paragraph 3’ -- same as 

paragraph 27.3 above. Furthermore, as can be seen again, the language 

used is of the widest possible amplitude, including in its sweep every 

conceivable thing, without any attempt by Tiger Brands to specify or 

sufficiently describe what is clearly a vast amount of information loosely 

 
22  Vol 7, p 1028, para 3 
23  CB, Vol 5, p CB817, para 14.8 
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referred to as any and all reports, memoranda, notes, analyses, 

correspondence, internal emails, internal correspondence. 

 

31. These are just a few examples of Tiger Brands demands. The language used is 

of the widest possible amplitude.  

 

32. Furthermore, Tiger Brands persist with its demands even in circumstances where 

the NICD has informed Tiger Brands that the documents do not exist or the NICD 

is not aware of its existence. 

 

33. We submit that if the documents have not been identified or specified, then there 

is no obligation to produce, and relevance cannot even be determined, as the 

document is unspecified/unidentified.  It is a self-standing ground upon which to 

set aside a subpoena. One cannot determine the relevance or otherwise of 

something you do not know what it is.24  

 

34. The court a quo therefore erred in finding that  

 

“The fact that the documents are voluminous and wide-ranging is of itself 
irrelevant to their production if the documents are relevant to the action…All the 
subpoenas require particular documents, which are sought with reference to the 
generic type of document for a date”25.   
 

35. In Beinash, this court found such expansive use of language and ill-defined 

category of documents not to be compliant with the requirements of rule 38(1), 

and we add, now also of the Superior Courts Act.  The Beinash case bears 

 
24  Beinash 739C-E 
25  Judgment, Vol 7, p 1002, para [37] 
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remarkable resemblance to the present case in regard to the wording of the 

demands in the subpoena.  What was said by this court in that case is therefore 

instructive and of equal application to the present.  In regard to lack of specificity, 

Mahomed CJ, writing for the Court, had this to say:26 

 

“The first is the generality and wide ambit of the demands contained in the 
subpoena.  The language used is of the widest possible amplitude, including 
within its sweep every conceivable document of whatever kind, however remote 
or tenuous be its connection to any of the issues which require determination in 
the main proceedings.  The possible permutations are multiplied with 
undisciplined abandon by a liberal and prolific recourse to the phrase 'and/or'. Its 
potential reach is arbitrarily expanded by the demand that the documentation 
must be produced whether it be 'directly or indirectly' of any relevance to a large 
category of open-ended 'matters'.  Not the slightest basis is suggested to support 
the belief that any of these documents exist at all or that, if they do, they can be 
of any assistance in the determination of any relevant issue which might impact 
on the relief sought in the main proceedings. No attempt is made to have regard 
to the specific requirement of Rule 38(1) of the Uniform Rules, which expressly 
requires that a subpoena duces tecum shall 'specify' the document or thing which 
the witness concerned is required to produce.  The demand in the impugned 
subpoena includes the production of documentation which is said to arise from 
or 'in relation to the conduct or the activities' of the first and second defendant 'in 
or about the affairs or winding up' of conglomerates of companies such as the 
'Masterbond group', with its notoriously complex and protracted history, and 
other groups such as 'the Alphabank group, National Properties Ltd, Interboard 
Ltd and Steiner Services (Pty) Ltd'.” 

 

36. These remarks bear equal, if not greater, application to the demands in Tiger 

Brands subpoena and the amended subpoena.  The undisciplined, liberal and 

prolific recourse to phrases such as “any and all”, “including but not limited to” 

and “all data and test results”, certainly expands, ever so widely, the reach and 

ambit of the demands in the present case. With respect, no reference to a 

‘generic type of document’ assists Tiger Brands. The unreasonable burden 

imposed on the NHLS to commit to a minute search of what might or might not 

 
26   Beinash at 735C-F 
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be relevant, even text messages, with no slightest suggestion that such 

messages exist, is manifestly improper.   

 

37. This court has considered that a bona fide litigant, in the position of Tiger Brands, 

seeking to invoke the machinery of rule 38(1), would have had regard to the need 

for specificity in the identification of documents required to be produced.  Such a 

litigant, Mahomed CJ said, would not have disregarded that need, in the flagrant 

and oppressive way in which the appellant in that case, and Tiger Brands in the 

present case, has sought to do, through the expansive and generalised reach of 

the terms of the subpoena and amended subpoena.27  

 

38. It is not open to Tiger Brands to say, ‘we do not know what the NICD has in its 

possession’. Tiger Brands has been provided with volumes of documents, in the 

spirit of cooperation and good faith. The NHLS has not withheld information from 

Tiger Brands. It has no reason to do so. The NHLS has informed Tiger Brands 

of what it has and does not have and has provided its reports and related 

documents. 

 

39. Tiger Brands ought to have asked the NICD for specific information or sufficiently 

described information, by referring to for example, the NICD’s monthly reports or 

the Outbreak Report (by date, page & relevant paragraph). The reports give 

information received, number of cases reported, tests performed, test results, 

 
27   Beinash at 736E-F. 
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methods & equipment used.28  All this could be teased out and specified for easy 

identification.  

 

40. But, with respect, if one has regard to Tiger Brands conduct, that’s not what Tiger 

Brands wants. The subpoena and amended subpoena are worded to make 

compliance impossible. We submit that if Tiger Brands genuinely required 

information requested in its subpoena and amended subpoena, and was not 

pursuing the subpoena for some illegitimate tactical or other advantage ulterior 

to the purposes of rule 38, Tiger Brands would certainly have considered the 

information it already has at its disposal and specify what it is they require. Its 

blatant and inexplicable failure to do so on more than one occasion speaks 

volumes of Tiger Brand’s genuineness in the issuance of the subpoena and 

amended subpoena and for this reason, the subpoenas ought to be set aside 

with an appropriate cost order. 

 

D. IRRELEVANT INFORMATION 

 

41. ‘Relevance’ is one of the requirements for a valid subpoena.  A bona fide and 

acceptable subpoena must relate to a document or documents that are relevant 

to the issues in the action proceedings. 

 

42. The provisions of section 36(5)(a) of the Superior Courts Act, bears reference in 

this regard, for the specific purpose of ‘relevance’.  It empowers a Judge to cancel 

a subpoena when it appears to the Judge, inter alia, that the person subpoenaed 

 
28  Annexure A, CB, Vol 4, p CB680 
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is unable to produce any book, paper or document which would be relevant to 

any issue in the proceedings.   

 

43. It follows that when a witness cannot produce a document that is relevant to any 

issue in the proceedings, a Judge is entitled to act as envisaged in section 36(5), 

and his/her powers vest, notwithstanding anything contained in section 36.  

Section 36(5), to the extent relevant, reads: 

 

“(5) When a subpoena is issued to procure the attendance of any person as 
a witness or to produce any book, paper or document in any 
proceedings, and it appears that- 
(a) he or she is unable to give any evidence or to produce any book, 

paper or document which would be relevant to any issue in such 
proceedings; or 

(b) ….. 
(c) to compel him or her to attend would be an abuse of the process of 

the court, 
any judge of the court concerned may, notwithstanding anything 
contained in this section, after reasonable notice by the Registrar to the 
party who sued out the subpoena and after hearing that party in 
chambers if he or she appears, make an order cancelling such 
subpoena.” 

 

44. The Judge’s power in this section is not one constrained to an application by a 

party in the proceedings.  It is clear that the power is to be exercised mero motu 

on notice to the party who issued the subpoena, and the decision is to be made 

in chambers. The present application assists and urges the court to exercise that 

power and cancel Tiger Brands subpoena or set it aside.  

 

45. The question of relevance must axiomatically be determined by reference to the 

issue/s to be determined in the pending action proceedings against Tiger Brands.  
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46. On Tiger Brands own version, the claim against it is premised on the NICD’s 

findings that Tiger Brands facility in Polokwane was the source of the 2017/2018 

listeriosis outbreak.29  Tiger Brands puts more light on this by stating that the 

plaintiffs’ case is that every person who contracted listeriosis during the ‘claim 

period’ (23 October 2016 to 3 September 2018) can trace the source of the 

infection to Tiger Brands Polokwane facility.30  Tiger Brands accepts that this 

may well be the single most important question in the class action.31  

 

47. Further, that after the NICD made a determination, on 4 March 2018, that ST6 

detected in processed meat products from the Polokwane facility was the source 

of the outbreak, Tiger Brands closed that facility on 5 March 2018 and recalled 

its processed meat products from the market.32  Tiger Brands action led to a 

decline in the number of listeriosis cases, until 3 September 2018, when the end 

of the outbreak was declared, as no ST6 had been detected since June 2018.33  

 

48. On 26 April 2018, Tiger Brands released a press statement in which it reported 

that it had received independent laboratory test results confirming the presence 

of ST6 in samples of its processed meat products manufactured at the 

Polokwane facility.34  In its plea, Tiger Brands does not deny, but admits this 

allegation.35  

 

 
29    AA, CB, Vol 4, p CB633, para 53  
30   AA, CB, Vol 4, p CB633, para 53 
31   AA, CB, Vol 4, p CB617-618, para 11 
32   FA, CB, Vol 4, p CB540, para 38.8 & 38.9 
33   FA, CB, Vol 4, p CB540, para 38.11  
34   FA, CB, Vol 4, p CB540, para 38.10 
35   FA, CB, Vol 4, p CB541, para 50 
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49. Tiger Brands has volunteered further information that on or about 13 February 

2018, it received a positive test result for L. monocytogenes in a product sample 

collected from Mielie Kip polony manufactured at the Polokwane facility.36   

 

50. It is in the context of these facts and averments that the relevance or otherwise 

of the information requested in the impugned subpoena must be determined.   

 

51. Tiger Brands has never sought to challenge the NICD’s findings. Its own expert, 

Prof den Bakker already conducted testing & published a report (7 June 2018), 

confirming the NICD’s findings. Prof den Bakker has also confirmed the methods 

employed by the NICD were compliant.37 He confirms in his affidavit that the 

methods used by the NICD in the investigation and reporting of the outbreak are 

consistent with the widely accepted outbreak investigation method based on 

lines of evidence, microbiologic, epidemiologic and trace back evidence. He has 

also tested and endorsed, way before the litigation, the correctness and 

credibility of the NICD’s test results.  

 

52. The court a quo therefore erred in finding that the documents sought by Tiger 

Brands are germane to controvert the rationality of the NICD’s opinions and that 

there was no reason why the period should be limited to the period which was 

identified by the NICD who drew the reports forming the basis of the particulars 

 
36   FA, CB, Vol 4, p CB541, para 50. See also Tiger’s plea paras 46 & 66.16-66.18, where Tiger  
  refers to independent laboratory test results, received by it, confirming the findings of the  
  National Department of Health for the presence of ST6 strain of L. monocytogenes in the  
  physical plant environment at Tiger’s Polokwane facility (Plea, CB, Vol 1, p CB71, para 46 an  
  p CB81, para 66.16-66.18) 
37  RA, CB, Vol 5, p CB802, para 8.29-8.31. See also Prof den Bakker’s affidavit, CB, Vol 5, p  

CB775, para 10  
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of claim. The court further erred in finding that “The L.Mono outbreak may have 

started much earlier but not have been notices and may have continued later 

unnoticed (although that is unlikey). As the persons who were involved in the 

drawing of the reports…were focused on the ST6 strain, there may have been 

other strains over different periods which caused harm. These facts are simply 

unknown…” 

 

53. The Court erred because the evidence shows the methods and tests used by the 

NICD. The NICD demonstrated that scientific tests have evolved, been refined 

and are now well established. Isolates of a particular sequence type can be 

analysed using core-genome multilocus sequence typing (“cgMLST”) or single 

nucleotide polymorphism (“SNP”), which is based on whole-genome multilocus 

sequence typing (“wgMLST”), in order to determine the probability of their 

epidemiological relatedness. The equipment and methods used were explained. 

The NICD did not formulate opinions as if it invoked deductive reasoning to arrive 

at its conclusions. The tests were performed by skilled technical staff using 

specially designed equipment. Tiger Brands has not sought to review and set 

aside the findings of the NICD. Its own expert has in any event arrived at the 

same conclusion as the NICD in regard to the outbreak ST6 strain. 

 

54. Tiger Brands placed much reliance on De Beer NO v North-Central Local 

Council 2002 (1) SA 429 (CC); Gavric v Refugee Status Determination 

Officer and Others 2019 (1) SA 21 (CC); Independent Newspapers v Minister 

for Intelligence Services: In re Masetlha v President of the Republic of 

South Africa and Another 2008 (5) SA 31 (CC). Theses cases were also 
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specifically referred to by the court a quo in the judgment. But these cases are, 

with respect, are irrelevant to the circumstances of this case.  

 

55. De Beer involved the recovery of rates by the City Treasurer of the City of Durban 

and the requisite notices to be given to a ratepayer before an order is sought 

against him/her.  The court held that it is a crucial aspect of the rule of law that 

court orders should not be made without affording the other side a reasonable 

opportunity to state their case. That reasonable opportunity can usually only be 

given by ensuring that reasonable steps are taken to bring the hearing to the 

attention of the person affected. 

 

56. Gavric involved a review of a decision to decline a request for refugee status 

and a constitutional challenge to the Refugees Act insofar as it precluded certain 

persons convicted of certain non-political crimes from being eligible for refugee 

status. The applicant alleged that in making the exclusion decision, the Refugee 

Officer acted unlawfully and unfairly by relying upon documents and information 

that were not disclosed to him.  

 

57. Independent Newspapers application was made to compel disclosure of the 

restricted materials in the record of certain court proceedings. The claim of 

Independent Newspapers was novel because it does not rely on any of the rights 

to discovery of documents or other information under the control of a party to 

litigation. It relied on the right to know or receive what is contained in a sealed 

part of a court record in order to decide whether to impugn its alleged confidential 
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status. In effect, as non-parties to the underlying matter, the order it sought was 

to vindicate the right to know and to let the public know and nothing more. 

 

58. With respect, none of these cases are relevant to the circumstances of this case. 

Tiger Brands knows the substance of the case against it. It has been provided 

with the information and documentation relied upon by the NICD in making its 

findings. These findings were confirmed by its own experts. No basis is laid by 

Tiger Brands to dispute the NICD’s findings. Furthermore, the NICD informed 

Tiger Brands of what it has and does not have, and provided its reports and 

related documents. Tiger Brands could have revised its demands to be more 

specific and direct.  It has failed to do so.  

 

59. There is therefore no breach of its right to a fair hearing. Tiger Brands has simply 

chosen to avoid considering the documents and information placed before it. 

 

60. Other cases, including Beinash, were simply cited by Tiger Brands, without 

applying the principles to the facts of this case.  We submit that the principles 

apply against Tiger Brands. 

 

61. It is not an answer to say “the person knows what I want”.  There is no automatic 

compliance on mere issue of a subpoena. That’s not the test or inquiry.  You 

must comply with the law.   

 

62. Rule 38(1)(a)(iii) provides that the document or thing required must be specified. 

You cannot leave the witness to determine for itself what it is that you want. This 
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would be imposing a duty not permitted by law and seek to oppress and harass 

a person who is not even a party to action proceedings. Placing on the NICD the 

burden of adducing information inadequately described and irrelevant infringes 

on its own rights. 

 

63. While the court a quo in para 33 of its judgment made reference to various cases 

in respect of the test for relevance38 and held that:  

 

“What in fact is relevant, can be decided by one of several (similar) tests 
including: whether or not the documents contain information which may directly 
or indirectly enable a party who seeks them to advance his case or damage the 
opponents case; whether there is reason to believe that the documents 
requested will throw light on the issues and whether it is reasonable to suppose 
that the documents sought contain information which may directly or indirectly 
enable the party to advance his own case or to damage the case of the adversary 
including, that it is a document which may fairly lead to a chain of inquiry which 
may have either of those two consequences.” 

 

64. Tiger Brands has made no attempt to seriously consider the information it has 

before it and demonstrate why it believes there is specific information that has 

not been provided and which it requires.  

 

65. Since it was established that the ST6 strain, of Listeria monocytogenes, found in 

ready-to-eat processed meat products was responsible for the listeriosis 

outbreak of 2017/2018, many of Tiger Brands’ demands are irrelevant to the 

claim in the action proceedings, insofar as they are not restricted to the outbreak 

strain and seek information well before and/or beyond the outbreak period. The 

ST6 strain was found in ready-to-eat processed meat products from Tiger 

 
38  Swissborough Diamon Mines v Government of the RSA 1999 (2) SA 279 (T); Gumede v  

Subel NO and Others 2006 (3) SA 498 (SCA); Compagnie Financiere et Commerciale du 
Pacifique v Peruvian Guano (1882) 11 QBD 55 
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Brands’ Polokwane facility and the specific results of that investigation, and 

more, were provided to Tiger Brands well before service of the subpoena on the 

NHLS and, subsequently, pursuant thereto.  However, Tiger Brands still persists 

in the wholesale enforcement of the subpoena without any indication of why and 

in what respect the information provided presumably falls short of meeting its 

demands.  This persistence constitutes a clear abuse of the court process. A 

bona fide litigant would have meaningfully reviewed the adequacy of the 

documents already provided, considered what it is it still requires and clearly 

identify the documents. It would not subject a person to a minute search by the 

expansive and uncertain reach of the subpoena. 

 

66. It is trite that the rule relating to subpoenas is to obtain information in order to 

establish the truth. The truth that the ST6 strain was the cause of the outbreak 

was established by Tiger Brands’ own expert independently back in June 2018, 

prior to the pending litigation in the class action.  Tiger Brands’ expert witness 

confirmed not only the findings of the NHLS, but also that the methods employed 

by the NHLS were compliant. Therefore, insofar as the work performed by the 

NHLS is concerned, the truth cannot be established any more than it has already 

been established.  

 

67. It is prejudicial to the NICD to engage in an impossible exercise and give into 

Tiger Brands shotgun approach. This approach can offer Tiger Brands no 

strategic advantage in the trial other than to have the matter delayed. This indeed 

demonstrates an ulterior motive and abuse of court process. The truth has been 

established and confirmed by Tiger Brands expert independently.  
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68. Tiger Brands subpoena and amended subpoena accordingly fall to be set aside.  

 

E. INFORMATION PROTECTED BY LAW 

 

69. Some of the information that Tiger Brands seek relate to third parties. ‘Third 

parties’ refer to other manufacturers and distributors of processed meat products, 

as well as natural persons (whether deceased or alive).  The relevant demands 

in Tiger Brands subpoena are in paras 6 to 10 (regarding other facilities), paras 

11 to 14 (regarding both facilities and natural persons), and paragraphs 19 to 21 

and 23 to 24 (regarding natural persons). 

 

Natural Persons 

 

70. Information relating to natural persons, including deceased individuals, is 

protected from disclosure by the mandatory provisions of section 34(1) of PAIA, 

which state that the information officer of a public body must refuse a request for 

access to a record if the disclosure would involve the unreasonable disclosure of 

personal information about a third party, including a deceased individual.  The 

exceptional circumstances enumerated in section 34(2) do not arise in the 

present case. 
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71. Therefore, the protection is absolute.39  Refusal on this ground will also satisfy 

the requirement of a reasonable or just excuse envisaged in section 35(2) and 

section 36(1) of Superior Courts Act. 

 

72. Further, section 14 of the National Health Act, 61 of 2003 (“the NHA”) provides 

that all information concerning the user (or patient), including information relating 

to his/her health status, treatment or stay in a health establishment, is 

confidential.  Such information may not be disclosed, except with, inter alia, the 

written consent of the user, or court order or law.  

 

73. However, it is significant to point out that the plaintiffs in the class action have, 

directly to Tiger Brands, provided and discovered medical information relevant to 

each plaintiff’s claim.  Tiger Brands accepts this in its answering affidavit.40  

 
74. Each plaintiff will have to prove their own case. Every member of the class will 

have to do the same.41 

 

75. For the rest, it is trite that a court will not make an order in the absence of persons 

whose rights or personal information will be affected by that order.42   

 

76. Further, it is apposite to refer to what was said by the Constitutional Court in NM 

and Others v Smith and Others (Freedom of Expression Institute as amicus 

 
39  Beinash at 734I 
40  AA, CB, Vol 4, p CB675, para 132.2 
41     Nkala and Others v Harmony Gold Mining Co Ltd and Others 2016 (5) SA 240 (GJ) at [77]  
42  Matjhabeng Local Municipality v Eskom Holdings Ltd and others 2018 (1) SA 1 (CC) at [92] 
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curiae),43 regarding protection of privacy of a person’s medical or personal 

information.  The court held that: 

 

“[40] Private and confidential medical information contains highly sensitive 
and personal information about individuals.  The personal and intimate 
nature of an individual’s health information, unlike other forms of 
documentation, reflects delicate decisions and choices relating to issues 
pertaining to bodily and psychological integrity and personal autonomy. 

 
[41] Individuals value the privacy of confidential medical information because 

of the vast number of people who could have access to the information 
and the potential harmful effects that may result from disclosure.  The 
lack of respect for private medical information and its subsequent 
disclosure may result in fear jeopardising an individual’s right to make 
certain fundamental choices that he/she has a right to make.  There is 
therefore a strong privacy interest in maintaining confidentiality.” 

 

77. The Court continued in paras [43] and [45], as follows: 

 

“[43] As a result, it is imperative and necessary that all private and confidential 
medical information should receive protection against unauthorised 
disclosure.  The involved parties should weigh the need for access 
against the privacy interest in every instance and not only when there is 
an implication of another fundamental right, in this case the right to 
freedom of expression. 

 
[45] This protection of privacy in my view raises in every individual an 

expectation that he or she will not be interfered with.  Indeed, there must 
be a pressing social need for that expectation to be violated and the 
person’s rights to privacy interfered with.  There was no such compelling 
public interest in this case.”44 

 

78. We submit that in the present case there are no compelling public interest 

considerations that warrant disclosure.  

 

 

 
43  2007 (5) SA 250 (CC) 
44  See also Tshabalala-Msimang and Another v Makhanya and Others 2008 (6) SA 102 (W) at 

paras 26 & 27 
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Other Third Parties 

 

79. The same protection applies to information of third parties provided to a public 

body in confidence or in terms of a confidentiality agreement.  Section 37 of PAIA 

provides: 

 

“Mandatory protection of certain confidential information, and protection of 
certain other confidential information, of third party 

(1) Subject to subsection (2), the information officer of a public body— 
(a) must refuse a request for access to a record of the body if the 

disclosure of the record would constitute an action for breach of 
a duty of confidence owed to a third party in terms of an 
agreement; or 

(b) may refuse a request for access to a record of the body if the 
record consists of information that was supplied in confidence by 
a third party—  
(i) the disclosure of which could reasonably be expected to 

prejudice the future supply of similar information, or 
information from the same source; and 

(ii) if it is in the public interest that similar information, or 
information from the same source, should continue to be 
supplied. 

(2) A record may not be refused in terms of subsection (1) insofar as it 
consists of information— 
(a) already publicly available; or 
(b) about the third party concerned that has consented in terms of 

section 48 or otherwise in writing to its disclosure to the requester 
concerned.” 

 

80. Information may be disclosed only as envisaged in section 46.  However, the 

circumstances there envisaged, do not arise in the present case.  In terms of 

section 46, disclosure must be made if: 

 

“(a) the disclosure of the record would reveal evidence of—  
(i) a substantial contravention of, of failure to comply with, the law; or 
(ii) an imminent and serious public safety or environmental risk; and 

(b) the public interest in the disclosure of the record clearly outweighs the 
harm contemplated in the provision in question.” 
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81. It is not Tiger Brands case that any of the factors above apply in the present 

case.  

 

F. ABUSE OF PROCESS 

 

82. As was held in Beinash, the machinery contained in Rule 38, and now also in 

sections 35 and 36 of the Superior Courts Act, must be utilised in a bona fide 

manner and not for the purposes of pursuing ends extraneous to the real 

objectives sought to be attained through the Rule.45  

 

83. It is inconceivable that the objective of the Rule and the relevant sections of the 

Superior Courts Act can ever be said to be achieved by the sort of subpoena 

issued by Tiger Brands. The subpoena and amended subpoena certainly 

evidences lack of bona fides on Tiger Brands part.  

 

84. Tiger Brands is clearly in a position to identify what it is it still requires from the 

NHLS. The effect of the order is that the NHLS is in the exact same position as 

it was prior to launching the application to have the subpoena set aside. Despite 

Tiger Brands not having brought an application to compel compliance, the effect 

of the order is that the NHLS is forced to comply.  

 

85. At paragraph [18] of the judgment, the Court held that: 

 

“[18] Tiger…issued a number of subpoenas requiring a number of non-
participants to produce wide-ranging sets of documentation. Tiger 

 
45  Beinash at 737B 
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accepted that it had sought more than it was entitled to obtain and 
reduced the ambit of the documents during the hearing. At my request, 
the annexures to the subpoenas were re-drafted to reflect the current 
state of Tiger’s demands…”  

 

86. The current demands are with respect no different to its previous demands and 

are for the reasons already demonstrated above a clear abuse of court process. 

The NHLS continues to endure the oppressive consequences of the demands 

made by Tiger Brands under threat of criminal sanctions if it does not or cannot 

comply.   

 

87. The NHLS informed Tiger Brands of what it has and does not have and provided 

all reports and relevant documentation. It is clear that Tiger Brands is in a 

position to revise its demands but refuses to do so. Instead, it places an onerous 

burden on the NHLS which burden entails a substantial and unreasonable 

diversion of the resources of the NHLS in toiling through information that might 

or might not exist and having to approach the court on every occasion it finds 

itself in a position that it cannot comply with the subpoena.  

 

88. In Lawyers for Human Rights v Minister in the Presidency and others  2017 

(1) SA 645 (CC) the court held that  

 

“[18] …The High Court controls its process. It does so with a measure of 
flexibility. So, a court must consider the 'character of the litigation and 
[the litigant's] conduct in pursuit of it', even where the litigant seeks to 
assert constitutional rights. 

[19]  What is 'vexatious'? In Bisset the court said this was litigation that was 
'frivolous, improper, instituted without sufficient ground, to serve solely 
as an annoyance to the defendant'.  And a frivolous complaint? That is 
one with no serious purpose or value. Vexatious litigation is initiated 
without probable cause by one who is not acting in good faith and is 
doing so for the purpose of annoying or embarrassing an opponent. 
Legal action that is not likely to lead to any procedural result is 
vexatious.   

https://jutastat.juta.co.za/nxt/foliolinks.asp?f=xhitlist&xhitlist_x=Advanced&xhitlist_vpc=first&xhitlist_xsl=querylink.xsl&xhitlist_sel=title;path;content-type;home-title&xhitlist_d=%7bsalr%7d&xhitlist_q=%5bfield%20folio-destination-name:%2720171645%27%5d&xhitlist_md=target-id=0-0-0-32077
https://jutastat.juta.co.za/nxt/foliolinks.asp?f=xhitlist&xhitlist_x=Advanced&xhitlist_vpc=first&xhitlist_xsl=querylink.xsl&xhitlist_sel=title;path;content-type;home-title&xhitlist_d=%7bsalr%7d&xhitlist_q=%5bfield%20folio-destination-name:%2720171645%27%5d&xhitlist_md=target-id=0-0-0-32077
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[20]  Whether an application is manifestly inappropriate depends on whether 
the application was so unreasonable or out of line that it constitutes an 
abuse of the process of court. In Beinash Mahomed CJ stated there 
could not be an all-encompassing definition of 'abuse of process' but that 
it could be said in general terms 'that an abuse of process takes place 
where the procedures permitted by the Rules of the Court to facilitate the 
pursuit of the truth are used for a purpose extraneous to that objective'…. 

[21]  Ultimately the inquiry on the appropriateness of the proceedings requires 
a close and careful examination of all the circumstances.” 

 

89. Tiger Brands subpoena and amended subpoena could not be described any 

better than what was said in Beinash.  Tiger Brands has failed to specify with 

sufficient identification what it is it still requires and has failed to restrict the 

subpoena to what is relevant.   

 

89.1. It has failed to identify clearly the documents which it requires for the 

purposes of the trial; 

 

89.2. It has left to Prof Morris, on pain of imprisonment, the decision to determine 

what documents, generated over a period of 7 years, she considers might 

be relevant to Tiger’s demands even in circumstances where she does not 

know if such documents exist; 

 

89.3. It obliges Prof Morris, on pain of imprisonment, to conduct a minute search 

of what is clearly a vast quantity of documents; “any and all” and “including 

but not limited to” emails, cell phone messages, notes, internal 

correspondence, analyses, memoranda, reports, etc. that might have been 

generated over a period 7 years.  
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90. The conclusion is inevitable, Tiger’s subpoena is not intended to pursue a 

legitimate purpose.  It is oppressive and onerous, in the extreme, in what it 

demands of the NICD.  The subpoena is frivolous and vexations, and must 

accordingly be set aside.  

 

G. COSTS 
 

91. We submit that the costs order was not just and equitable.  

 

92. The court a quo erred in finding that the NHLS should pay its own costs while 

at the same time finding that the subpoena was admittedly too wide.  

 

93. Furthermore, the court a quo substituted the subpoena and ordered the NHLS 

to comply with the amended subpoena despite Tiger Brands not having brought 

an application to compel compliance or giving the NHLS notice of its intention 

to amend the subpoena. 

 

94. For the reasons advanced above, Tiger Brands engaged in activities which can 

only be categorised as being an abuse of court processes. It has produced 

inconsistent versions, made untruthful allegations regarding which documents 

were provided and not provided to it. Its actions are vexatious and abusive and 

the court should not hesitate to show displeasure by making an appropriate 

order of costs against Tiger Brands.  
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H. CONCLUSION 

 

95. We submit that the subpoena (and amended subpoena) is unsustainable as a 

matter of certainty. 

 

96. We ask that the appeal be upheld and that the following order be made: 

 

96.1. The appeal is upheld with costs on an attorney and client scale such 

costs to include the costs consequent upon the employment of two 

counsel;  

 

96.2. The order of the court a quo is set aside and replaced with the 

following order:  

 

a) The NHLS application is upheld; 

 

b) The subpoena duces tecum dated 23 May 2019 and issued by 

Tiger Brands against the NICD is hereby set aside; 

 

c) Tiger Brands is ordered to pay the costs of the application such 

costs to include the costs of two counsel.  
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